The Elevation Model of Athletic Development

**About the Elevation Model**

The Elevation Model is an action model of athletic development which you can use to help your athletes succeed in athletics and beyond. It is practical, evidence-based, and designed with middle school, high school, and club coaches in mind.

The goal of the Elevation Model is to develop athletes who achieve team success by applying positive life skills.

The coach teaches five core competencies which are necessary for team success. Within the core competencies are 45 winning practices of successful athletes. The vast majority of these winning practices are also proven life skills which equip athletes for success in life beyond sports.

As represented in the center of the Elevation Model, the coach aims to lead and teach in ways that build trust. This requires authentic caring about the athletes as individuals. It also requires sound principles and consistent coaching.

As represented in the four corners of the Elevation Model, consistent coaching can be achieved using the T.E.A.M. method. T.E.A.M. reminds us to consistently Teach, Enforce, Advocate, and Model the principles & practices we want our athletes to learn.

Remember, the Elevation Model is a guide to help you enhance your coaching. Use your own judgment about which aspects of the Elevation Model to use with your team. Then merge the Elevation Model with your own knowledge & experience to elevate your athletes. And be confident that when you coach the Elevation Model, you are truly equipping your athletes for success in sports and in life.
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### The Elevation Model of Athletic Development

#### Level 1: Physical Ability

1. Build Health
2. Build Stamina
3. Build Strength
4. Build Agility
5. Build Skill

#### Level 2: Character

1. Show Spirit
2. Show Intensity
3. Show Courage
4. Show Resilience
5. Show Integrity
6. Be in Control
7. Make Smart Decisions
8. Be Assertive
9. Be Persistent
10. Be Balanced

#### Level 3: Self Direction

1. Execute
2. Be Proactive
3. Be Focused
4. Be Coachable
5. Be Disciplined
6. Be in Control
7. Make Smart Decisions
8. Be Assertive
9. Be Persistent
10. Be Balanced

#### Level 4: Teamwork

1. Be Committed
2. Be Informed
3. Be Adaptable
4. Be Dependable
5. Be Positive
6. Communicate
7. Collaborate
8. Be Supportive
9. Be Solution-Oriented
10. Represent

#### Level 5: Team Leadership

1. Think Team First
2. Model the Way
3. Assure Execution
4. Drive the Energy
5. Focus the Goals
6. Spread the Values
7. Build Team Unity
8. Encourage the Heart
9. Confront Challenges
10. Celebrate Accomplishments
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